THE IRETONS OF IRELAND 1650-1900
The Iretons of Ireland, 1650-1900 is a two-volume work which includes everything we have found about any Ireton who ever
lived in Ireland in that timeframe.
Volume I is a history and discussion of each
Ireton living in Ireland or who came from Ireland in
the period 1650-1900. This is a 357 page book with
20 pages of single spaced references (1350 references). This book also includes 19 photographs of
Iretons, their locations and their life. Several Iretons
emigrated from Ireland and their complete life is
presented as far as known.
Volume II is a computer generated genealogical listing of each person. The four line listing for
each of the almost 1500 persons in Volume II allows easy analysis of how each person is related.
In addition this 292 page volume includes known
descendants born after 1900 (Volume I does not).
This is the most complete listing of Ireton genealogies ever printed. Volume II also includes the addresses of almost three hundred
Iretons or Ireton descendants around the world.
Both books are photocopy quality, spiral
bound book. Each person is identified by number
so that he or she may be found easily in the other
volume. Please note these only include those
Iretons from Ireland. Later works will cover those
born in England.
These are books you will treasure. They were
written by an Ireton descendant, who has published two other Ireton books, and who has 30
other books and over 250 other publications to his
credit. They are an encyclopedia of Ireton Irish
ancestry and make excellent gifts for relatives and
libraries.
Those interested in Ireton genealogy may also
be interested in the Ireton Newsletter for ongoing
Ireton research and genealogy. That publication is in its 25th year.
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